Twitter Challenge @AMTNJ
Two-Day Conference
October 25 & 26
Welcome to our Annual 2 Day Conference! We are pleased to announce a
new, fun, and engaging way to collaborate and share through twitter!
Friday, October 25th, 2019
Complete the following tasks on Twitter using the hashtag #AMTNJ2019 as well as
the corresponding task hashtags by 3:30 pm on Friday October 25. Winners will be
announced at the President’s Reception at about 4:45 pm. The Winners do not need
to be present to win.
Saturday, October 26th, 2019
Complete the following tasks on Twitter using the hashtag #AMTNJ2019 as well as
the corresponding task hashtags by 3:00 pm on Saturday, October 26. Winners will
be announced at the Closeout Reception at about 3:30 pm. The winners do not
need to be present to win.
The Prizes (each day):
Grand Prize: A one-day free registration for any AMTNJ Conference in 2020 + a
free 1 year AMTNJ membership.
Other prizes: Four $25 Amazon gift cards.
The Rules:
1. Your twitter account should be public and you should be a follower of @amtnj
2. Post your photos to Twitter with the hashtag #AMTNJ2019 and the
task-specific hashtag listed next to the photo topic.
3. Each photo can only count for one item.
4. Have fun! Use this opportunity to notice, engage, and play!
5. Be creative!
6. Please tweet @amtnj if you have any questions about the scavenger hunt.
7. In order to qualify to win, all 7 photos must be submitted by the specified
time.
8. The winner is selected at random for each prize.
*Important: Please do not post any photos of other individuals without obtaining
permission first.

The PHOTOS to POST
1. A photo of a sponsor/vendor with hashtag #AMTNJ2019VENDOR
2. An interesting historical fact about AMTNJ you learned at the AMTNJ historical
table #AMTNJ2019HISTORY
3. An element of the Keynote address or a featured speaker with hashtag
#AMTNJ2019KEYNOTE
4. Photo of attendance in one session with hashtag #AMTNJ2019SESSION
5. Tweet a picture of your notes/slide/hands-on activity or your favorite quote
during one of our sessions with hashtag #AMTNJ2019WIL (WIL=What I
Learned)
6. Take a selfie with a friend #AMTNJ2019FRIEND
7. Share your favorite photo from the conference #AMTNJ2019LIKE

Once you've posted all your photos, make sure to submit your information
so you can be eligible to win one of the prizes!
One entry per person, please.
ENTRANCE FORM

Happy Tweeting :)

